
Is it Prime or not?Ramesh HariharanDept. of Computer Science and AutomationIndian Institute of ScienceBangalore 560012If you remember my previous article, Large Files and Small Primes, you will recalla question which I had posed there. Suppose I give you a very large number n, anumber which runs into a few hundred digits or more. How will you determine ifthe number is prime or composite? Of course, you can use a computer to do yourcalculations. But how will you organize these calculations so that you get the answerfast. Here is the method which comes to mind immediately.You take every number x between 2 and n� 1 and try to divide n by x; n is prime ifand only if none of these divisions gives you remainder 0. How much time does thismethod take?This method requires you to perform at most n � 2 divisions. Let m denote thenumber of digits in n. Then each division requires dividing two numbers, each numberhaving at most m digits. How much time does each division take?You will use your computer to perform the divisions, as the numbers involvedare large. Suppose your computer uses the same method for dividing two naturalnumbers as most people do, namely the method illustrated in Fig.11. Then youshould be able to see that the number of basic operations you perform during thedivision is roughly of the order of m2; a basic operation is one in which you add,subtract, divide, multiply or compare two single digit numbers. I say roughly m2because it could be 2m2 or 3m2, if you count exactly, but let us work with a roughestimate of m2 here.Usually, basic operations can be performed very fast on a computer and all basicoperations take roughly the same amount of time. So instead of keeping track of time,1Actually computers use binary arithmetic, just 0s and 1s, and not the usual 10-digit arithmeticwe are used to. However, just assume that you have a computer which does decimal arithmeticinstead of binary. 1
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67834568909236782450121356691378184678345689092000000000000at most m, givingroughly m2 basicoperations on the whole.� m such rows,each row has width� m such blocks,each block has widthat most m, givingroughly m2 basicoperations on the whole.

Figure 1: The Division and Multiplication Algorithmswe will keep track of the number of basic operations, and multiply by the time takento perform a basic operation whenever we want an estimate of the time.Thus, the number of basic operations needed for determining whether or not nis prime using the above method is roughly (n � 2)m2. Recall that m is in a fewhundreds, let us say 500. Then n could be as large as 10500 � 1 (which is the largestnumber you can write using 500 decimal digits?).The fastest computers now can perform far fewer than 1020 basic operations in 1second, which means that the above primality testing method could take time upto (approximately) 1050050021020 seconds, which if you do a quick calculation is a mind-boggling amount of time, much more than millions of millions of millions of years.Is there another method then, a faster one? You can modify the above methodslightly and try only those x's which are between 2 and bpnc and ignore those whichare more than bpnc. Can you see why this is su�cient (can every factor of n be largerthan bpnc if n is not a prime?)? The number of basic operations for this method isroughly pnm2, which is an improvement. But does it hold hope? The time neededis approximately 10250(5002)1020 , which is still unimaginably large!2



By now, you should have realized that the problem term above is not (5002) but10500 or 10250. This latter term is the entire cause of the time taken by the abovemethods being so large. Just 5002 basic operations themselves would have got donein a ji�y! If we have to test for primality in a reasonable amount of time, we haveto attack this 10500 term which is exponential in the number of digits m of the givennumber n (that is, it has m in the exponent), as opposed to the (500)2 term, whichis polynomial in m (that is, it has m as the base and a small exponent like 2 in thiscase). Thus, exponential terms are bad and polynomial terms are good. This leadsto the following question.Is there a method for checking whether or not n is prime using a number of basicoperations which is just polynomial in m? Recall m is the number of digits of n.So we want the number of basic operations to be something like 5002 or 5003, oreven 5004 (the time taken assuming a reasonable speed of 106 basic operations persecond you will get on a modern PC is then well below a day, which is not too badin comparison).In this article, you will �nd a method which almost does the above. I say \almost"for reasons which will be clear to you at the end. So read on.A Cleverer Method.The method I have in mind is based on several fascinating properties that numbershave. In this article, let us concentrate on two such properties. These properties willalmost (but not quite, as you will see) give us a method for checking whether n isprime using just a few basic operations, polynomial in m, that is.The �rst of these properties is called Fermat's Little Theorem.Fermat's Little Theorem: Take any number a, calculate an�1, divide by n, andtake the remainder that you get. If n is a prime, then this remainder is always 1! Inthe language of arithmetic, this is written asan�1 � 1 (mod n)for all a and all prime n.To see how truly remarkable this property is, have your friend choose any primenumber n and any number a and ask her to calculate an�1 mod n (that is, the re-mainder of an�1 with respect to n), without revealing a or n to you. And watch the3



amazement on her face when you say that you can see what is going on in her mindand predict her answer.How does Fermat's Little Theorem help in our current task of checking the pri-mality of n? It suggests the following test:The Method. Repeat the following steps several times, 20 times, say.� Choose a random number a, 1 � a � n� 1.� Calculate an�1 mod n.� Calculate gcd(a; n).What does the above test tell us about n? If n is a prime then each gcd andremainder obtained above must equal 1. Therefore, if any gcd/remainder obtained isnot 1 then n must be a composite number.But what happens when all the gcd's and remainders obtained above are indeed1? Can we say that n is prime? Not really. Certainly, all the gcd's could be 1 evenwhen n is composite; for example, consider n = 143 = 11 � 13, if all the a's thatwe choose are neither multiples of 11 nor of 13 then all our gcd's will be 1. Howabout the remainders? Well, Fermat's Little Theorem does not rule out composite nproducing remainder 1. So we cannot say that n is a prime in this case. Therefore,we need a second property which will enable us to conclude something when all thegcd's and remainders come out to be 1.Here is the second property. It is a little complicated and may take a few minutesto sink in.Half the a's are good if one a is good. Let S be the set of those numbers in therange 1 : : : n� 1 which are relatively prime to n (so each number in S has gcd 1 withn). Call an a in S good if an�1 6� 1 (mod n). Then, if even a single a in S is goodthen at least half the a's in S are good.So what does the above property say? Consider the case when all the gcd's comeout to be 1. Then all the 20 a's that were chosen came from S. The second propertysays that if there is a single a in S which is good then half the a's in S are good.For a prime number, no a in S will be good by Fermat's Little Theorem. Even acomposite number need not have an a in S which is good. But assume for a momentthat every composite number indeed has an a in S which is good. This is animportant assumption to which we will get back a little later. But assume it is true4



for now. With this assumption, there are several a's in S that are good for compositen. And no a's in S that are good for prime n. Now, it becomes a little clearer howthe new method works.You calculate 20 gcd's and remainders, each for a randomly chosen a between 1and n � 1. If any one of these gcd's/remainders is not equal to 1 then you are surethat n must be composite. On the other hand, if all the gcd's/remainders calculatedare 1, then you cannot be sure that n is prime. But you can say that it is very verylikely that n is prime. Why? Because, if n were composite then half the a's in S aregood and will give a remainder which is not 1 and it is very likely that in at least oneof the 20 trials, one such a would have been chosen and a remainder which is not 1obtained. But this did not happen, and therefore, n is likely to be a prime.I am sure you are a little uncomfortable about the above method. You will prob-ably have to mull over it a little bit, especially the \likely to be prime" part. So letus go into this in a little more detail. If all gcd's/remainders are 1, then n is likely tobe a prime, but how likely? Can we determine what are the odds that you make anerror when you declare n to be prime in this case? Yes, indeed, let us determine theodds.Suppose n is composite. Then what are the odds that all the 20 gcd's/remainderscome out to be 1 and you declare n to be prime. We know that at least half the a's inS will give remainders which are not 1. Then there is at most a 1/2 chance that the�rst gcd is 1 and the �rst remainder is 1 as well (this is like tossing a coin and wantingheads). The chance that the �rst two gcd's and remainders are both 1 is even smaller,it is 1/4 (this is like tossing a coin twice and wanting heads both times). Similarlythe chance that all the 20 gcd's/remainders are 1 is at most 1220 , which is minuscule,just :00000095. Thus the odds that you are making an error when declaring n to beprime if all 20 gcd's/remainders turn out to be 1 are really small!Fine, so this new method seems to give correct results, largely. Chances of errorare very small. But how about the the number of basic operations needed? Weneed to compute gcd(a; n) and an�1 mod n 20 times. How much time does each suchcalculation take?Calculating an�1 mod nTo calculate an�1 mod n, at �rst sight, you might think that you need to performn� 2 multiplications+divisions2 (you calculate a2 mod n; a3 mod n; a4 mod n and soon until you have an�1 mod n, each term requires multiplying the previous termby a and then dividing the result by n to get the remainder). Notice that eachmultiplication involves two numbers having at most m digits each (because each timewe take a remainder, we get a number smaller than n and n itself has only m digits).2A multiplication+division is a multiplication followed by a division.5



Again, assume that your computer uses exactly the same method for multiplication asthe one most people would use (see Fig.1). Then each multiplication will take at most(roughly) m2 basic operations. Each remainder calculation is done by dividing by nand also takes roughly m2 basic operations (see Fig.1). Thus, the total number ofbasic operations needed by our new method is (n� 2)2m2, which is not very di�erentfrom the number for our old method. So have we made any progress at all?Progress is made by observing that calculating an�1 mod n does not need n�2 mul-tiplications and divisions, if you are clever. For example, suppose n�1 was 1024=210.Then instead of calculating a2 mod n; a3 mod n; : : : ; a1024 mod n, you could use re-peated squaring to calculatea2 mod n, a4 mod n, a8 mod n, a16 mod n, a32 mod n, a64 mod n, a128 mod n,a256 mod n, a512 mod n, a1024 mod n.The latter series has just 10 terms as opposed to the former which has 1023 terms.Every term in the latter series is obtained by squaring the previous term and then�nding the remainder with respect to n. Thus only 10 multiplications+divisions areneeded to calculate a1024 mod n.Can you now see that if n � 1 was a power of 2, say 2k, then you can calculatean�1 mod n in just k multiplications+divisions? And k = log2(n� 1), which is muchsmaller than n � 2. But what if n � 1 is not a power of 2? For example, supposen � 1 = 1021. Then will you need to perform 1020 multiplications+divisions or canthe above trick of repeated squaring still be used?Let us see. Write 1021 as a sum of powers of 2:1 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32 + 64 + 128 + 256 + 512So a1021 mod n can be written as:a1a4a8a16a32a64a128a256a512 mod nNext, calculate the terms of the series a1 mod n, a2 mod n, a4 mod n, a8 modn, a16 mod n, a32 mod n, a64 mod n, a128 mod n, a256 mod n, a512 mod n, as before,but be careful not to forget the previous term of the series after you calculatedthe next one. What needs to be done now? All you need to do is to multiplytogether all the terms of the above series (except the second term), and with eachmultiplication do a division to calculate the remainder with respect to n. How manymultiplications+divisions does this lead to? You need 9 multiplications+divisions tocalculate the 10 terms of the series and then another 8 multiplications+divisions tocombine the 9 relevant terms together, a total of just 17 multiplications+divisions!6



So in general, if n� 1 is not a power of 2 then you must write n� 1 as a sum ofpowers of 2. How is this done? The method is to divide n � 1 by 2, then divide thequotient obtained by 2, then divide this quotient by 2 and so on, until the quotientbecomes 0. Write down all the remainders obtained in this process. These remainderswill tell you exactly how to write n� 1 as a sum of powers of 2. Let us just illustratethis with two examples. For n = 10, the remainders obtained will be 0; 1; 0; 1; so,10 = 0:20 + 1:21 + 0:22 + 1:23 = 21 + 23Notice that each remainder obtained is multiplied with the appropriate power of 2(this power is determined by the position of the remainder in the above sequence) toexpress n � 1 as a sum of powers of 2. For n = 64, the remainders obtained will be0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; so,64 = 0:20 + 0:21 + 0:22 + 0:23 + 0:24 + 0:25 + 1:26 = 26Let us now summarise our method for calculating an�1 mod n.Calculating an�1 mod n fast. First, we will write n � 1 as a sum of powers of2. If 2k � n � 1 < 2k+1 then there will be at most k terms in this sum and youshould be able to see that just k divisions by 2 are needed in this process. Sec-ond, we will calculate a1 mod n; a2 mod n; a4 mod n; : : : ; a2k mod n, using repeatedsquaring+division. This will require k multiplications+divisions. Finally, we willmultiply together the relevant terms taking the remainder after each multiplication;this will require at most another k multiplications+divisions. Thus only a total of3k multiplications+divisions are needed to calculate an�1 mod n. And 3k is at most3 log2 n.Thus the total number of basic operations needed to calculate an�1 mod n is atmost 3 log2 n:2m2 (a note that each multiplication and each division involves twonumbers each having at most m digits and takes m2 basic operations, a multiplica-tion+division will take 2m2 basic operations).Calculating gcd(a; n).Calculating gcd's can be done with what is believed to be the oldest algorithm knownto man: Euclid's algorithm. Let me illustrate this algorithm with an example here.Suppose you want the gcd of 100 and 55. Then you �nd the remainder of 100with respect to 55, so you get 45. You now have 3 numbers with you, 100, 55 and45. Throw away the largest of these, namely 100. Keep 55 and 45. Next �nd the7



remainder of 55 with respect to 45. You get 10. Again you have 3 numbers, 55, 45and 10; throw away 55 and continue. The next remainder will be that of 45 withrespect to 10, which is 5. Now throw away 45, you have 10 and 5 left and the nextremainder is 0. You halt when you get a remainder 0; the smallest non-zero numberyou have obtained so far (5 in this case) is the gcd!!I will leave it as an exercise for you to prove that Euclid's method will calculate thecorrect gcd. The essential reason is the following: gcd(a; n) is the same as gcd(n moda; a).Let us now count the number of basic operations required by this method. Allyou need to do in this method is to �nd a sequence of remainders, each remainderrequiring one division. But how many remainders need to be calculated? To seethis let us write down the sequence of numbers obtained in the above example. Thequestion becomes: how long can this sequence be?100; 55; 45; 10; 5Notice that the numbers keep going down in value. In addition, did you notice acurious property: the third number is at most half the �rst, the �fth number is atmost half the third, etc. This is true, no matter what two numbers you begin with.Again, try to show this yourself. The total length of the above sequence can thereforebe at most 2 log2 n (you start with the largest number being n, the third number isat most n=2, the 5th is at most n=4, and so on). The number of basic operationsneeded is thus at most 2 log2 n:m2 (there are 2 log2 n divisions, each requiring m2basic operations). Let us summarise Euclid's algorithm.Euclid's Method for Calculating gcd(a; n).Calculate the following sequence:� i1 = n mod a.� i2 = a mod i1.� i3 = i1 mod i2.� i4 = i2 mod i3.� i5 = i3 mod i4.and so on, until 0 is obtained. The smallest non-zero number obtained is the requiredgcd. The number of divisions required is at most 2 log2 n.Totalling the Number of Basic Operations.We have now established that the number of basic operations required to calculategcd(a; n) is at most 2 log2 n:m2 and the number of basic operations required to cal-8



culate an�1 mod n is at most 3 log2 n:2m2. And our method for checking whether nis prime involves doing the above calculations 20 times. So the total number of basicoperations is 20(2 log2 n:m2 + 3 log2 n:2m2) = 160 log2 n:m2Since n � 10m � 1, log2 n � m log2 10, and the number of basic operations is at most160 log2 10:m3And this is polynomial in m, not exponential!!You can do a quick estimate to convince yourself that this new method is muchfaster than the older ones. Again, suppose n is a 500 digit number. The number ofbasic operations is thus 160: log2 10:5003. At a realistic speed of 106 basic operationsper second on a PC, the time taken by our new method would be about 20 hours,a substantial improvement over our earlier methods which would have taken muchmuch more than millions of trillions of years!!Getting Back to the Assumption.So what do we have at the end of all this. Recall our earlier assumption that eachcomposite number n has at least one a in S such that an�1 mod n is not 1. If this isindeed true then we have a reasonably good method for checking whether n is prime.And the odds of this method giving a wrong answer are extremely low. But does theabove assumption hold? Unfortunately, it doesn't! The so called Carmichael numbersthrow a spanner in the works.Carmichael Numbers. These are composite numbers for which an�1 � 1 (mod n)for all a in S. You can check that 561 is an example of such a number.Carmichael numbers are rare but they do exist. So all natural numbers can bedivided into 3 groups. First, there are primes, for which an�1 � 1 (mod n) for alla. Second, there are Carmichael numbers, for which also an�1 � 1 (mod n) forall a in S. Third, there are the non-Carmichael composite numbers, for which atleast half the a's in S give an�1 6� 1 (mod n). Our method of choosing a randoma from 1::n � 1 and calculating gcd(a; n) and an�1 mod n, repeating this 20 times,can only di�erentiate between prime and Carmichael numbers on one hand and non-Carmichael composite numbers on the other.
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� If some gcd is not 1 then you can be sure that n is composite.� If all gcd's are 1 but some remainder is not 1 then you can be sure that n is anon-Carmichael composite number.� But if all gcd's/remainders are 1 then you only know that n is very likely to beeither prime or Carmichael.So we do not yet have a method for checking primality in which the number of basicoperations is a polynomial in m. We have to detect Carmichael numbers somehow.In this article, we will just stop here with the proof of Fermat's Little Theorem.Handling Carmichael numbers will be the topic of a later article.Proof of Fermat's Little Theorem.There are several proofs, all quite simple. Here is one based on induction. The basecase is a = 1; then clearly, 1n�1 � 1 (mod n). Next, as the induction hypothesis,assume that the theorem is true for a > 1, and let us try to show it for a + 1. Weneed to show that (a+ 1)n�1 � 1 (mod n) if n is a prime. In fact, let us show that(a+1)n � a+1 (mod n) (if (a+1)n and a+1 have the same remainder with respectto n, then so do (a+ 1)n�1 and 1). Expand using the Binomial Theorem:(a+ 1)n � an +  n1!an�1 +  n2!an�2 + � � �+  nn� 1!a1 + 1 (mod n)We will simplify the right hand side above using the following two facts. First,note that �ni� is always divisible by n if n is a prime and i 6= 0; n. The reason for thisis that when you write out �ni� as n(n�1)���(n�i+1)i(i�1)���1 , n appears at the top and being aprime does not get divided by any of the terms in the denominator. Second, an mod nequals a mod n, by the induction hypothesis.(a+ 1)n� an + �n1�an�1 + �n2�an�2 + � � �+ � nn�1�a1 + 1 (mod n)� an + 1 (mod n)� a + 1 (mod n)This is exactly what we required.
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An ExerciseI haven't given the proof of the second property here, the property which says thatif one a in S is good then half the a's in S are good. I will give you a hint here andask you to try to prove this property on your own.Let b1; b2; : : : br be those numbers in S such that bn�1i � 1 (mod n), and a be anumber in S such that an�1 6� 1 (mod n), Then can you show that:1. ab1 mod n; ab2 mod n; : : : ; abr mod n are all distinct (you need to use the factthat a; b1; b2; : : : ; br are all in S and therefore each is relatively prime to n.2. (abi)n�1 6� 1 (mod n), for all i from 1 to r.And from these two facts, can you infer that at least half of the numbers in S aregood?
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